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1.    All developing countries now recognize the need and benefits of foreign 

private capital.    However,   such naed and benefits are obviously related  to 

the position a nation occupies at any given point  in  its development.     Come 

are further along the road  than others and consequently their needs differ. 

Further,   development  is generally influenced by a nation's political  insti- 

tutions.     The  task of attracting foreign capital,   therefore,   is   to  be  set 

within  the  framework of a nation's philosophy  of development  conditioned  as 

it  is by  its own past experience and hopes and plans for the future.     In 

this sense,   the Indian  Investment Centre's experience is specially relevant 

to India,   although I hope  it will have some  lessons  for all developing 

nations. 

2.     India's approach to foreign private investment was  influenced by two 

factors.     A certain amount  of caution towards  foreign capital was  inherent 

in the   thinking of a newly  independent nation which had reason to associate 

foreign capital with foreign domination.    Secondly,   there was,  already a sub- 

stantial   industrial base,  mainly  in consumer goods and mining industry and a 

nucleus  of experienced  entrepreneurs.     These   two  factors  logically   led   to a 

restricted  view of foreign capital  investment   in  the early ye*•.     However, 

it wan  quickly  realised   that   a continuous   increase   in  industrial   production 

was vitally dependent  on  the  development  of  the  machine-building  industry 

and the  new process  industries  rapidly being developed  in the industrialised 

countries.    These,   in turn,   largely depended on th«  import of capital  equip- 

ment and  technology and,   therefore,   inevitably,   foreign private capital was 

fîiven a position of priority   in the strategy  of planned development. 

3.    The  Indian Investment Centre's role should be viewed  in  this  light. 

Foreign  investment is to be sought actively  but  selectively and within the 

four corners of a predetermined plan of investment.     Its charter objectives 

may be summarised thus: 

a) To promote a wider knowledge of the policieB and conditions pertain- 
ing to investment   in India and opportunities offered, 

b) To advise and assist Indian businessmen  in their search for foreign 
private capital and/or advanced technical know-how, 

o)    To adviBe and assist foreign businessmen on the setting up of joint 
ventures consistent with the basic framework of India's Five Year 
Plans and 
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these offioes is examined further it will be useful to know the degree of 

involvement of the Centre in the decision-making processes of Government or 

private parties because this will throw light on the size of the Centre's 

operations and the need and adequacy of its organisational set-up. In the 

complex area of advice on specific proposals where expertise and technical 

experience are called for, the Investment Centre's contribution is not in 

great depth but is generally directed towards a clearer understanding of the 

several issues involved from the project feasibility angle.  Experience has 

shown that private parties tend to utilise agencies of their own choice for 

a more detailed investigation of feasibility and usually on a contract basis. 

The Indian Investment Centre, therefore, aims at helping the private party 

to come to a judgment of values and of the direction in which the maximum 

speed and benefit may be secured.  Its advisory Bet-up is moulded to sub- 

serve this purpose. 

7. The New Delhi office is supported by three Divisions — the Economics 

Division, the Industrial Information Division and the Project Proposals 

Division. The Economics Division undertakes the collection, compilation and 

analysis of data having a bearing on the investment climate in India. The 

Industrial Information Division maintains a close liaison with Government 

authorities with a view to evaluating the feasibility of ventures in the 

light of Government policy, specifically towards relative sectoral prior- 

ities within the framework of the Pive Year Plans and the admissibility of 

foreign private capital. The Project Proposals Division comprises technical 

advisors on engineering and chemical industries, a financial analyst, a tax 

expert and a legal adviser. These specialists collectively examine the tech- 

nical and economic feasibility of a venture and offer suggestions for adapt- 

ing the proposal so as to conform to policies or known preferences of the 

Government of India. 

8. The lack of precise and informative data on Indian laws and conditions 

likely to be useful to foreign investors was realised early and a systematic 

effort was made to bring it all together in brochures, several of which are 

now available. They cover a wide field includingi basic facts of the In- 

dian economy, exchange control, taxation and company law. A series of "fact 

sheets" and "industrial folderB" was also brought out focussing on specifio 

investment opportunities, dealing with essential information such as current 
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demand and  installed capacity,   plan targete and progress  in fulfilling them 

and an assessment of the  scope for foreign collaboration.     With a view to 

ascertaining special areas  of interest and also gans and weak spots develop- 

ing during the course  of   implementation  of  industrial  programs,   the  Centre 

has  been undertaking periodically   industrial   surveys   through  its  own efforts 

or by commissioning specialised  agencies.     Important   surveys which have  been 

published   include  l)   raw materials  fur chemical:- and  process   industries, 

2)  machinery  and  machinery  parts,   3)  measuring  tools,   gauges ani   instruments 

and  4)  machine  tools,     ¡luch  information and  da>a   is   sought   to ho  brought  up 

to date  by   the  publication of a monthly  newsletter which also  presents  an 

objective  analysis  of the  developments  relating  to   the   investment  climate. 

A special   feature  of this  newsletter  is  the  "case  study"  of joint  ventures 

which have  been  operating  in   India. 

9.       The   reverse  side of the  medal —  the  bringing of  foreign  investors   face 

to  face with  reality —   is  equally   important.     The  Centre  has organised  or 

jointly  sponsored   visits  to  India by delegations  of  business and   industry 

from major capital  exporting countries —   the  U.i'.A.,   West  Germany  and   Japan. 

The principal  objective   is   to  enable  them  to make an  on-the-spot  study   of the 

investment   climate,   to  bring  them  together  in  question-answer sessions  with 

top Government  representatives   responsible  for policy   formulation ami   imple- 

mentation and   to assist   them  to  establish personal   contacts with   Indian  busi- 

nessmen.      In  1964   the  BCIU  sent  a  large delegation  from K..\A.  which entered 

into a thoroughgoing discussion  of  important   issues   such  as approval   proced- 

ures,   unit-size,   price  controls,   extent  of foreign  equity  holdings,   relation- 

ship between  the public and  private sector,   export  policy and  taxation,   par- 

ticularly  relating to foreign  investors  arid  personnel.     A Japanese  team 

visited  India specially  to examine  the prospects of setting up .¡oint ventures 

in the  petro-chemical  field.     The  ACID group of U.-.A.   representing over  2000 

medium-scale colorations  also paid a visit  in pursuit  of possibilities  in 

the pharmaceuticals,  electronics,   steel  forgings and  castings,  and agricul- 

tural  implements industries.     In 1965 a group of 30 West German  industrial- 

ists,   businessmen and bankers representing mostly medium-sized enterprises 

visited India as a »fact-finding committee" to study the investment climate. 
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10*    The ultimate end of all this educational effort is,  of course,  to help 

Indian and foreign parties establish joint  Indian enterprises when either 

needs a partner or both need assistance.    The services of the Centre which 

can be drawn upon by either party at any stage of consideration of a speci- 

fic proposal,  are characterised by an attitude of objectivity and complete 

confidence.    The Centre maintains an up-to-date register of names of Indian 

and foreign parties who are desirous of seeking collaboration  in fieldB  in 

which such collaboration is generally encouraged by Government.     The  interest 

of Indian parties  is ascertained from licenses  issued by Government   in  the 

concerned or related fields,  actual  inquiries  reaching the Centre and  from 

the contacts maintained by the Ct  tre with the several  Indian Chambers of 

Commerce and Industry and Associations.    For information on foreign corpora- 

tions  interested in Indian ventures,  the Centre depends mainly on its for- 

eign branches who employ,  as will be seen presently,  several means to gather 

the information. 

11. To make sure of an Indian party's serious interest and his capacity to 

carry out his plan successfully,  the Centre seeks from him important data 

in a "checklist".    The data on his current business activities relates to 

his management experience,  capital resources,  the nature and operating re- 

sults of his business and his bank references.    The data concerning the spe- 

cific venture relate to appropriate Government  licenses obtained,  his study 

of project dimensions such as demand and supply,  product pattern,   inputB, 

location and transport,   etc.,   his estimates  of capital  investments and prof- 

itability and  the nature of foreign collaboration desired.     The examination 

of these particulars by the Centre's specialists determines   if and with what 

modifications acceptable to the party the proposal could be pursued abroad. 

12. Both at the preliminary stage and later when the interest of a foreign 

party has been focussed on a particular project, the Centre is particularly 

qualified to advise on how the utmost speed and success may be secured con- 

sistent with Government policies. Though the broad policy of Government in 

regard to foreign collaboration is well known it admits of flexibility depend- 

ing on the operational sophistication of the industry concerned, its impor- 

tance to the economy ana the balance of payments. Keeping in close touch 

with the Economic Ministries of the Government,  the Centre is conversant 
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not only with the nuances of policy but also with matters such aB the range 

of compensation for technical assistance, the favoured extent of foreign 

participation in equity, the desirable capital structure and the require- 

ments in regard to the extent of domestic manufacture.  The same contacts 

with Government also enable the Centre to arrange for conr-ul tat ions by par- 

ties involved with the concerned Government officials at the appropriate 

level of responsibility. The services of the Centre in this sphere have 

proved to be useful and time-saving. 

13.  When the Centre is reasonably satisfied that a proposal is worth pur- 

suing, it is sent, in outline, to the branch office concerned for eleciting 

the reaction of potential collaborators.  The search for a prospective in- 

vestor has been the subject of a separate presentation which T made to you 

last month. Without repeating myself, I shall only emphasise Ul€ r.?*d  for 

preparedness before an approach is made to the target corporation. The 

Centre has to be prepared to answer intelligently all possible questions 

asked by the foreign company. For this purpose the foreign offices have 

to rely very heavily on the head office.  In addition to the "check-list", 

prompt and complete support from the Hear) Office is very essential for the 

efficient operation of foreign offices. 

14. After establishing the initial-approach it is necessary to provide the 

foreign company with full assistance in collecting data and opinions neces- 

sary to evaluate the pro. ect and the investment .1 limate in India. The for- 

eign offices provide adequate services m this regard.  The good offices 

of Advisory Committee members, local Banks and U.S. A.I.D. and the Depart- 

ment of Commerce are also used for this purpose. A continuous flow of ideas 

and information goes on between the foreign corporations on the one hand and 

the Centre and the Indian party on the other until the foreign corporation 

decides to take a more concrete course of action. 

15.  The Centre's role in negotiations between parties varies from case to 

case. A foreign firm which is fairly conversant with Indian conditions 

generally prefers to get together with the Indian party quite early and con- 

duct further negotiations. Others may carry on for some more time with th. 

Centre exploring the various aspects.  It is, however, generally correct to 

say that the Centre does not enter into the negotiation of terms between 
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I partios.     It may sometimes assume a role with Government calculated to im- 

I preus upon it the special oiroumstances of any project which require a care- 

It A»* consideration of conditions to he proscribed by Government.     The Centre 

f also takes upon itself the duty  to get Government decisions expedited.    The 

» Centre does not attempt to influence decisions either by Government or by 

î the parties concerned as it  is  likely to curtail   its  larger usefulness. 

I 16.    The  Branch Offices in New York and Dusseldorf naturally act  as exten- 

f sions of the New Delhi organiaation.    They make use  of all the material 

4 available with the Head Office.     They are the first  points of contact for 

foroign investors and also serve as the end of the  line for project propos- 

als arising in India.    They have,   however,  by the very nature  of the work 

involved,   a far more important  function to discharge  than merely  act as 

channels  of communication.    It  is these offices which strive,  beyond the 

limited utility of the printed word,  to create a realistic image of Indian 

conditions, to bring the intimacy of a personal answer to far-away questions, 

to weave  Indian needs into the fabric of a foreign mind.    The taF,k is deli- 

cate and demands perBeverence but highly rewarding.     It ìB easy to see that 

the size of these offices is less  important than how they set about to 

achieve these objectivée. 

17«    Let us look at what we have been trying to do in the New York of fio« 

of the Indian Investment Centre.    For several historical reasons there ìB 

a oertain awareness in the United States of Indian economic conditions. 

However,   industrial expansion over the last 10 years having been rapid and 

widely diversified, a much larger number of relatively smaller U. S. Corp- 

orations stood in need of much more detailed and accurate information and 

quick replies to simple but basic questions.    Are foreign investments freely 

repatriable and profits reaittable?    What is the corporate tax structure? 

Mhat arm the legal provisiona regarding corporate control and responsibility? 

A great many of these questions no doubt find answers in the publications of 

tfco Indian Investment Centre which are freely distributed in the U.S.A.    The 

Mod, however, was quiokly felt to use all available forums to bring up 

those answers am part of general disouMions relating to investment in India. 
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20.    TIM Ctnt« has a program of holding seminars with the object of pro- 

jecting a balanced picture of investment opportunities in India helped by 

the experience of foreign companieB operating in India.     In U.S.A.   seminars 

have been organised  in almost all the major industrial  centres.     Normally, 

these seminars are organised   in co-operation with the   local Chambers of 

Commerce,   a  local bank,  the field offices  of the U.S.   Department   of Commerce. 

They are addressed by representatives of the Centre,   the Department  of Com- 

merce and A. I.D.    A local company may be revested to present a case his- 

tory of its  experience in India.    The discussions which follow generally 

corer a *ide area including such problems as the size and structure of the 

Indian market, Government procedures and policies, practical problems,  tax 

laws,  labour situations etc.    The Centre has found these seminars very help- 

ful in generating interest  in investing in India.    Annual seminars covering 

* wider field have also been organized by the American Management  Associa- 

tion in which the Centre has taken an active part. 

21. Industry and Trade conventions provide an excellent opportunity to 

•peak to a select group of individuals with common interests.    The Centre 

ha« participated in Annual Conventions of the Chemical Engineers ABBOCì*- 

tion, Electronics Manufacturers Association,  Farm Equipment Manufacturers 

Association and Machine Tool Builders Association.    In some casea  experts 

on specific  industries were  invited from India to address the Conventions. 

The Centre has also,  on a regular basis,  participated  in the Annual Meetings 

of the Par East - America Council, National Foreign Trade Council  and other 

similar organisations interested  in International Trade and investment. 

22. It  is well to point out here that  in all these contacts with U.  S. 

business,  the Investment Centre's own part  is essentially to present facts 

as they are,   to interpret them in the light of experience gained  in the 

past and to explain the rationale, as Government sees  it,  of the rules and 

measures which Government would like to be followed.     There is no attempt 

to support or defend beyond what may be necessary to counter mis judgment 

of intention or to dispel miagivings which loom large from a distance. 

23. I shall  conclude with a brief assessment of what we have been able 

to do in the U.  S.    In the course of nearly six years,   in addition to 

ppo/iding factual information and assistance on specific matters to nuaerou. 
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companies and businessmen, both American and Indian, about whom no count 

could be kept,  the New York office has, until December 1967,  worked on 572 

project proposals  of which 265 were "processed" by providing the parties 

concerned with careful assistance  in determining the scope of their pro- 

ducts,   identifying partners,  negotiating agreements, etc.    Of these ?8^ 

proposals 83 have  already been approved by  the Government of which 65 en- 

visage financial  participation of II.   S.  companies.    The remaining include 

those which are now at  final stages  of negotiation or awaiting government 

approval  and those which have not  been proceeded with b.y   the par1 inn con- 

cerned for various   reasons or have been rejected  by Government.     The pro- 

jects so far approved by Government cover widely diversified  sectors of 

industry with a dominant emphasis  on basic engineerings and metallurgical 
industries. 

24.    There has been a sharp increase in total  U.   3.   investment   in private 

Indian industry since the Indian Investment  Centre commenced operations   in 

New York.     This would appear to be more than a coincidence.    A  large number 

of projects have been directly assisted by  the Centre but many more have 

gone ahead with initial information obtained  from us.    The Centre han sought 

to stimulate investment  interest   in India and  to widen its scope for    (J.   S. 

corporations and  financial  institutions.    It  has developed useful contacts 

at top levels in  industry and  finance,  it  is  a source of authentic informa- 

tion to businessmen,   and it has spared U.  S.   investors waste of time and 

energy in avoidable negotiation.    Above all,   one  intangible but vital con- 

tribution of the Centre has been in building understanding and good will 

for India in the financial and business community of U.S.A. 
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